Thank you for purchasing the PROMASTER RAIN JACKET. For the best performance,
please read these instructions carefully before using.
The PROMASTER RAIN JACKET is designed for small to medium size SLR cameras.
This sturdy and convenient camera rain jacket is designed to protect your digital camera
in inclement weather. It can allow you to keep shooting if you are suddenly caught by a
rain shower. The PROMASTER RAIN JACKET is quick and easy to install. There is
access to all of the camera and lens controls via two side sleeves. It also comes with a
transparent window that enables easy monitoring. The full length double zipper allows you
to close the bottom when holding the camera in your hands or when it is mounted to a
tripod.

Maximum Camera Size
The PROMASTER Rain Jacket will adequately protect cameras that measure 5.9 x 4.5 x
3 in. /150 x 112 x 75mm or smaller.

Features
●
●
●
●

Access to all camera and lens controls via two side sleeves
A clear transparent window enables easy monitoring
Full-length double zipper provides bottom closure
Fully adjustable lens sleeve for the best fit

Parts Identification

1) Transparent window
2) Lens sleeve
3) Side sleeve
4) Side sleeve
5) Zipper
6, 7, 8) Sleeve Adjustment Cord

Installing the rain cover on the camera
Step one
Unzip the zipper, then slip the rain jacket over your camera.

Step two
Insert the lens barrel into the rain cover's lens sleeve and adjust the position of the
transparent window.

Step three
Fasten the rain cover at the front of the lens with the sleeve adjustment cord. You can also
use the elastic band inside the rain cover to adjust the lens sleeve so that it provides the
best cover for the lens.

Step four
Put your hands through the two side sleeves to control the camera. The sleeve
adjustment cords can be used to adjust the fit.

Product Maintenance




Use a clean, dry cloth to wipe off any water or moisture on the rain cover and then put
the rain jacket to a cool, dry place for storage.
Use a wet cloth to remove any dirt from the rain jacket. Do not wash the rain cover in
a washing machine.
Drying the rain cover in the sun for a prolonged period may cause discoloration.



Product specifications and external appearance are subject to change without notice.



Disclaimer
When properly installed, this rain jacket is designed protect the camera and lens from light
rain and drizzle. Depending upon the conditions, it may not completely prevent water from
reaching your equipment. Determining if this product is suitable for the conditions is the
sole responsibility of the user. Water damage to any equipment which may be incurred
during the use of this product is sole liability of the user and is not subject to any
conditions of warranty of this product.
Code 6864
Made in China

Keep in Touch
For more information, tutorials, industry news and tips & tricks, make sure to visit us at
promaster.com, follow our feeds on Twitter @promasterphoto, and subscribe to our
YouTube ProMasterChannel.

ONE YEAR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE
If for any reason, this ProMaster product fails within ONE YEAR of the date of purchase,
return this product to your ProMaster dealer and it will be exchanged for you at no charge.
ProMaster products are guaranteed for ONE FULL YEAR against defects in workmanship
and materials. If at any time after one year, your ProMaster product fails under normal use,
we invite you to return it to ProMaster for evaluation.
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